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Cu·ri·os·ity

(n.) noun

Classical Definition

Modern Definition

“...Desire to understand
what you know that you
do not.”

“...The perception of a
gap in knowledge and
understanding.”

The speaker embodies the above definitions of curiosity,
and is an adaptation of ‘peaking through the blinds’.
Usually, this is in impulsive response to a ‘priming dose’
(e.g. an unexpected sound) which inspires the emotion.
The speaker emulates this response - and utilises high
contrast colour, form and finish to prompt user interaction.
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The experience design
echoes the speaker’s
physical language. Simple
and bold copy creates a
convincing entry point to
persuade the user to invest
in the storytelling. Carefully
aligned and symmetric
branding content creates
consistency & high visibility

LH-1

Shop now

User Interface
On/Off

LH-1 Speaker

White ring enforces hierarchy
in layout, signifying the on/off
button as the most important

A form inspired by curiosity, peace and
play. Delve deeper into the details below

Scroll to peek inside

Pair

Highlighted iconography
incorporates a consistent and
legible visual design

Play/Pause

Volume Dial

An example of the picture
superiority effect; the use of
images/logos over text has a
greater and more impactful
effect

Low performance load
encouraging a calm and
relaxed usability. Hole in
frosted plastic directs user’s
eye to the volume level

Website Homepage

Curious?

1/2

2/2

Listen Hear

Persuasion
Behaviour
Visual Design
Usability
Interaction
Content

Available today, from £149

Shop now

Instagram Gallery Advert

The six circles framework
has defined the brand
and interaction approach
to this speaker. Elements
from this framework are
highlighted in the top left
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Name: Shades/Frame
Material: Rubber
Finish: Soft/Matte

Name: Speaker Top

Name: Buttons
Pantone
432C

Material: ABS
Finish: Soft/Matte

Material: ABS

Pantone
4280C

Finish: Hard/Rough

Pantone
432C

Name: Cord Bracket
Material: ABS

Size (LxBxH in mm): 200x100x105

Finish: Matte

Volume (in litres, l): 2.1l

Pantone
656C

Name: Cord
Material: Nylon
Finish: Woven
Name: Grille

Name: Cord End

Material: Fibre Mesh

Material: Steel

Finish: Soft/Woven

Finish: Textured
Name: Speaker Frame
Material: ABS
Finish: Matte

2350C
281C

Name: Speaker Base
Pantone
656C

Material: ABS
Finish: Matte

Pantone
447C

The speaker utilises 4* 2” driver units. The small speaker system is housed in a plastic casing and interference fit
to the speaker base; which features ports for the speaker’s bass reflex mechanism. The majority of the speaker’s
materials are composed of plastics which are cool and neutral in tone to contrast with the grille’s vibrant gradient.
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Inspiration

Concept Generation

Concept Development

Physical/Digital Prototyping

Vincent Mahé

Render in
Procreate

Prototype #1
Prototype #2
Unknown
CAD iteration #1

@lolgallimores

CAD iteration #2
CAD iteration #3

Read
throughout
the duration
of this project

Journal

